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CONSPECTUS: The ice premelt, often called the quasi-liquid layer
(QLL), is key for the lubrication of ice, gas uptake by ice, and growth
of aerosols. Despite its apparent importance, in-depth understanding
of the ice premelt from the microscopic to the macroscopic scale has
not been gained. By reviewing data obtained using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, sum-frequency generation (SFG)
spectroscopy, and laser confocal diﬀerential interference contrast
microscopy (LCM-DIM), we provide a uniﬁed view of the
experimentally observed variation in quasi-liquid (QL) states. In
particular, we disentangle three distinct types of QL states of
disordered layers, QL-droplet, and QL-ﬁlm and discuss their nature.
The topmost ice layer is energetically unstable, as the topmost
interfacial H2O molecules lose a hydrogen bonding partner,
generating a disordered layer at the ice−air interface. This disordered
layer is homogeneously distributed over the ice surface. The nature of the disordered layer changes over a wide temperature
range from −90 °C to the bulk melting point. Combined MD simulations and SFG measurements reveal that the topmost ice
surface starts to be disordered around −90 °C through a process that the topmost water molecules with three hydrogen bonds
convert to a doubly hydrogen-bonded species. When the temperature is further increased, the second layer starts to become
disordered at around −16 °C. This disordering occurs not in a gradual manner, but in a bilayer-by-bilayer manner.
When the temperature reaches −2 °C, more complicated structures, QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm, emerge on the top of the ice
surface. These QL-droplets and QL-ﬁlms are inhomogeneously distributed, in contrast to the disordered layer. We show that
these QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm emerge only under supersaturated/undersaturated vapor pressure conditions, as partial and
pseudopartial wetting states, respectively. Experiments with precisely controlled pressure show that, near the water vapor
pressure at the vapor-ice equilibrium condition, no QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm can be observed, implying that the QL-droplet and
QL-ﬁlm emerge exclusively under nonequilibrium conditions, as opposed to the disordered layers formed under equilibrium
conditions.
These ﬁndings are connected with many phenomena related to the ice surface. For example, we explain how the disordering of
the topmost ice surface governs the slipperiness of the ice surface, allowing for ice skating. Further focus is on the gas uptake
mechanism on the ice surface. Finally, we note the unresolved questions and future challenges regarding the ice premelt.

■

INTRODUCTION

QLL on top of ice surfaces as identiﬁed by diﬀerent methods
all represent the same kind of water layer. For example, the
thickness of the QLL has been inferred from X-ray scattering,
atomic force microscopy, ellipsometry, electron diﬀraction, and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.1,5,6 These individual
techniques may probe diﬀerent observables, resulting in
diﬀerent QLL thicknesses. Furthermore, when the temperature
is close to the melting point, the vapor pressure starts to aﬀect

The ice premelt is the disordering of water molecules at the ice
surface. It is commonly referred to as a quasi-liquid layer
(QLL).1,2 After Faraday’s postulation of the presence of the ice
premelt, it has been identiﬁed as being important for various
physical phenomena. For instance, the ice premelt is crucial for
reducing the friction on ice,3 nucleating aerosols, and providing
a unique platform for atmospheric reactions on ice.4 Despite
many experimental and theoretical attempts to characterize the
ice premelt deﬁnitively, the conclusions regarding its thickness
and nature vary substantially.5,45 It is still unclear whether the
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Figure 1. Variation of the ice surface structures at the basal face. Above −90 °C (−16 °C), the ﬁrst (the second) bilayer becomes mobile. Above
−2 °C in nonequilibrium conditions, the partial and pseudopartial wetting states emerge. The structures of ice surfaces are generated from the MD
trajectories at −103, −73, and −13 °C of refs 14 and 15.

classical equilibrium thermodynamics, surface-induced premelting can be described as wetting transition, where the
crystal is wetted by its own melt. The free energy F(d) of the
system is described as a function of the QLL thickness d .
Negative ΔF(d) = F(d) − F(d = 0) indicates that the surface
can melt before the bulk; a QLL is formed at the surface of a
crystalline solid below the bulk melting point Tm , when the
temperature T is above the onset temperature T0 (Figure 2A
and B).
Considering a three-layer system (crystal, QLL, vapor), the
free energy F(d) per surface area A is given by17

the molecular organization at the ice surface critically, making
the identiﬁcation of the QLL diﬃcult. As such, characterizing
the QLL on the ice surface has been a challenge.
So far, at least three diﬀerent quasi-liquid (QL) states have
been identiﬁed on the ice surface under equilibrium and
nonequilibrium conditions, which are schematically displayed
in Figure 1. A disordered layer starts to be formed above −90
°C.1,7,8 This disordered layer arises from the energetically
unstable topmost water molecules due to the interruption of
the hydrogen bonding at the topmost ice layer and is thus
homogeneously distributed over the ice surface at the
equilibrium condition, as the hydrogen bonding is interrupted
everywhere on the ice surface. The water molecules in this
layer is mobile9 and its viscosity has been reported to be
comparable to that of bulk water.10 This disordered layer is
typically captured by using MD simulations and molecularscale measurements such as sum-frequency generation (SFG)
spectroscopy.
When the temperature approaches the bulk melting point,
two additional QL states, QL-droplets and QL-ﬁlms, emerge,
but likely only under conditions deviating from the vapor-ice
equilibrium.11 These droplets and ﬁlms are inhomogeneously
distributed in space on the ice surface, and have been reported
to be 20 and 200 times more viscous than bulk water.12 The
QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm are typically observed using confocal
microscopy techniques. The confocal microscopy observations
indicate that the QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm appear not only on
the basal face but also on the prism faces and high-index faces
above −2 °C,13 while in the temperature range from −90 to
−2 °C, only one QL state, disordered layer, exists.
In this Account, we review the literature in which the ice
premelt is characterized with diﬀerent tools, MD simulation,
SFG spectroscopy and laser confocal diﬀerential interference
contrast microscopy (LCM-DIM), at diﬀerent vapor pressures
and temperatures. Furthermore, we explain how heterogeneous
the ice melting is by examining the deviations between the
experimental/simulation data on the ice surfaces and the
predictions from the continuum model. Finally, we summarize
the unsolved questions and future challenges for understanding
the premelting of ice.

Figure 2. (A) Crystal−vapor interface below the onset temperature
and (B) surface-induced premelting above the onset temperature. (C)
Temperature variation of normalized growth law d(T )/λ governed by
short-range repulsive (red, eq 3) and long-range van der Waals
interactions (green, eq 4). Structural forces can lead to so-called layerby-layer melting where discrete equidistant oscillations of thickness l
are observed in d(T ) (blue).

Continuum Model of Ice Surface Melting

Surface-induced premelting is a phenomenon found for a wide
class of materials, not only at ice surfaces but also in metals,
rare gases, and organic substances.16 In the framework of
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Figure 3. (A) Free O−H stretch peak frequency vs temperature. The lines are to guide the eye. Reproduced with permission from ref 15. Copyright
2017 American Physical Society. (B) Experimentally measured SFG spectra of the free O−H stretch mode (black lines). The contributions from
the DAA (red lines) and DA species (blue lines) are obtained from Gaussian ﬁts to the experimental data. The sum of the ﬁt curves for DAA and
DA species are depicted in broken lines. (C) Variations of the SFG amplitudes of the DAA and DA contributions. (B, C) Reproduced with
permission from ref 9. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (D) SFG spectra in the hydrogen-bonded O−H stretch region for the basal
face of ice Ih crystal form. (E) First moment of the frequency distribution of the experimental SFG intensity (left axis) and peak maximum of the
simulated SFG spectra (right axis) vs temperature. Sigmoidal ﬁts are added. (F) Observed spectral area under the free O−H SFG peaks. The lines
are to guide the eye. (G) Density proﬁles for the basal planes of ice Ih. (E−G) Molten (orange) vs crystalline (black) layers are marked.
Reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2017 National Academy of Sciences.

F (d )
ΔH Tm − T
= γv−c + φ(d)Δγ + d
A
V
Tm

φ(d) = 1 − exp( −d(T )/λ)
(1)

(2)

one ﬁnds a logarithmic growth law,

where γv−c ≡ F(d = 0)/A denotes the surface tension of the
vapor−crystal interface. The second term represents the costs
for forming the vapor−QLL (γv − QLL ) and crystal−QLL
(γc−QLL ) interfaces, where Δγ = γv−QLL + γc−QLL − γv−c , and

d(T ) = λ ln

T0 − Tm
T − Tm

(3)

where the parameter λ is directly related to the correlation
length of the liquid, via the Landau−Ginzburg model for
nonordering surface phase transitions.18 For long-ranged
algebraic decays originating from nonretarded van der Waals
forces, i.e., a potential that falls oﬀ quadratically with distance
d, one obtains a power-law dependence:17

the prefactor φ(d) accounts for the coupling between the
vapor−QLL and crystal−QLL interfaces in the premelting
regime. When the QLL is absent, φ(d = 0) = 0. For
suﬃciently large QLL thicknesses, the vapor-QLL and
crystal-QLL interfaces are decoupled and φ(d → ∞) becomes
unity. The last term in eq 1 contains the molar latent heat of
fusion (ΔH ) and the molar volume (V ) of the QLL, that is
proportional to the diﬀerence in chemical potentials between
the QLL and the crystalline phase. At temperatures below the
melting point (T < Tm ), the third term is always positive. To
achieve ΔF(d) < 0 in the limit of T being close to Tm , Δγ has
to be negative, because both γv−c and φ(d) are positive. In this
case, a stable QLL can form a complete wetting layer.
Under the assumption of exponentially decaying shortranged forces,

ij T − Tm yz
z
d(T ) ∝ jjj 0
j T − T zzz
m {
k

1/3

(4)

The variations of d with temperature according to eqs 3 and 4
are depicted in Figure 2C.19
For QLL thicknesses at molecular length scales, the QLL
cannot be treated as a homogeneous medium. On this length
scale, liquids exhibit granularity, due to the discrete and ﬁnite
dimensions of the molecules. This leads to so-called structural
forces. They cause oscillatory components with periodicity l in
φ(d) (see Figure 2C). Often, l is related to the spacing
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between high-symmetry planes of a corresponding crystalline
phase. This oscillatory term can give rise to equidistant steps in
the growth law. Here, a question is to which extent such an
oscillatory behavior aﬀects the melting behavior of the ice
surface (layer-by-layer vs continuous melt). We shall discuss
the melt behavior below.
Moreover, by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, these
continuum models cannot predict the formation of the QL
states under nonequilibrium conditions. In fact, when the ice
surface is in contact with either supersaturated or undersaturated vapor, QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm are generated. The
resultant structures can qualitatively diﬀer from the disordered
layer present under equilibrium conditions.11 Below, we
outline the QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm under both equilibrium
and nonequilibrium conditions and reveal their lateral
inhomogeneity and their changes in the wetting states with
varying water vapor pressure.

The variations of the SFG contributions from the DAA and
DA water molecules are plotted in Figure 3C. One can see that
the free O−H peak is dominated by the DAA contribution at
−90 °C, while one-third of the free O−H peak amplitude is
contributed by DA molecules at −30 °C. Such interconversion
of DAA and DA indicates that the water molecules in the
topmost layer break the hydrogen bonds and then the surface
molecules become disordered. From Figure 3A, one can
conclude that the disordering of the topmost layer starts at ∼ −
90 °C. Note that a similar onset temperature of the disordering
of the topmost layer was reported previously through
polarization dependent SFG.7 Here, an important ﬁnding is
that the disordering of the ﬁrst layer is characterized by the
drastic interconversion between DAA and DA-type water
molecules due to the temperature change.

Topmost Layer Disordering at ∼ −90 °C: Interconversion
of DA to DAA Water Molecules

Upon further increasing the temperature, at a certain point, the
second layer will start to melt. As the water molecules in the
second layer have no free O−H group, but are hydrogenbonded, the SFG response of the hydrogen-bonded O−H
stretch mode has to be measured to obtain information about
the second layer. The hydrogen-bonded O−H stretch mode of
ice can be typically seen in the 3100−3350 cm−1 frequency
domain.20 Figure 3D shows the spectra for the ice basal face−
air interface of single crystalline ice at 235−273 K in a closed
cell with equilibrated vapor-pressure.23 Upon increasing the
temperature, the spectral intensity decreases, as the water
molecules are disordered due to thermal excitation. Moreover,
the peak maximum shifts to higher frequencies upon heating.
This frequency shift is quantiﬁed by calculating the ﬁrst
moment of the frequency, which is depicted in Figure 3E.
Interestingly, the ﬁrst moment does not gradually shift but
shows a rather steep increase of ∼35 cm−1 at ∼ −16 °C.
Apparently, a transition in the water hydrogen bond structure
in the near-surface area occurs at ∼ −16 °C. As the ﬁrst layer is
already molten at these temperatures, the intensity of the free
O−H stretch peak centered at ∼3700 cm−1 shows only a weak
continuous decrease with increasing temperature, as can be
seen in Figure 3F. This indicates that the microscopic structure
of the outermost surface layer of water is unchanged within
this temperature range.
To connect the SFG results with a molecular-level picture,
the experimental data are compared to the SFG spectra
computed from the MD simulations.23 The peak frequency for
the hydrogen-bonded O−H stretch mode in the simulated
SFG spectra is also plotted in Figure 3E. Similar to the
experimental data, a relatively sharp transition is observed at
∼ −21 °C, while the intensity of the free O−H (Figure 3F)
shows only a moderate reduction with increasing temperature.
The simulation therefore reproduces the experimental results.
Based on the good agreement of simulated and experimental
SFG data, we examined the density proﬁles computed from the
MD trajectory. These are depicted in Figure 3G.23 At both
−23 and −3 °C, the inner part of the slab consists of clear
double peaks, which originates from the bilayer structure of ice.
However, at −23 °C, the outermost and at −3 °C the two
outermost layers are lacking this double peak, indicating that
these layers are rather liquid-like instead of ice-like. The
stepwise transition observed in the experimental and calculated
SFG spectra according to this simulation thus marks the
transition from one to two molten bilayers.23 In contrast, large-

Second Bilayer Disordering at ∼ −16 °C: Layer-by-Layer
Melting

Premelting of the ice crystal surface starts from the disordering
of the topmost layer. To probe a structural variation of the
topmost interfacial water molecules, an experimental technique
with molecular-level spatial resolution is required. Furthermore, surface-sensitivity is needed to detect such a disordered
layer. This can be achieved by using SFG spectroscopy
technique. In this technique, an infrared laser beam and a
visible laser beam are overlapped in space and time on the
sample. The resulting reﬂecting sum frequency light is
detected. Due to its selection rules, no SFG is obtained from
centrosymmetric media like bulk water and proton disordered
bulk ice, making the method surface-sensitive.20,21 Moreover,
an SFG signal is enhanced if the infrared light is in resonance
with a molecular vibration, making the technique moleculespeciﬁc. For H2O molecules at the liquid water−air interface,
the hydrogen bonded O−H groups have a frequency below
3550 cm−1, while the free O−H groups in the topmost water
layer pointing up into the air have a frequency of ∼3700
cm−1.20
Figure 3A displays the blueshift of the free O−H stretch
mode frequency by increasing the temperature above −90 °C.
This blueshift with increasing temperature is somewhat
surprising, as the free O−H group of water molecules at the
liquid water−air interface shows a redshift with increasing
temperature,14 due to the enhanced anharmonicity of the
potential. One would expect the same eﬀect to be operative for
water molecules at the ice surface, but the observation is
counterintuitive. What does this blueshift of the free O−H
peak frequency indicate?
A previous infrared study of water clusters showed that two
types of water molecules with a free O−H group, i.e., DAA and
DA water molecules, have distinct free O−H frequencies of
3695 and 3715 cm−1, respectively.22 Here, a DA (DAA) water
molecule represents a water molecule with one donating and
one accepting (one donating and two accepting) hydrogen
bonds. The interconversion from the DAA to DA species with
increasing temperature can lead to a blueshift of the free O−H
peak frequency, as the width of each of the two peaks is larger
than their separation. This scenario can explain the frequency
shift of the SFG O−H stretch mode with temperature. In fact,
the free O−H SFG features can be well ﬁt with two Gaussians
located at 3695 and 3715 cm−1 (Figure 3B).9,15
1009
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Figure 4. (A) LCM-DIM image of an ice basal face. (B) Schematic illustration. (C,D) Interferometry images of ice basal faces: (C) QL-droplets
and a QL-ﬁlm coexisting; (D) QL-droplets only. Black arrows indicate elementary steps (growing ends of ubiquitous molecular layers, 0.37 nm in
thickness) and their growth directions. White arrowheads indicate QL-ﬁlms on bare ice surfaces. Black/white and black arrowheads point at QLdroplets located on bare ice surfaces and on QL-ﬁlms, respectively. (A, B) Reproduced with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2012 National
Academy of Sciences. (C, D) Reproduced with permission from ref 31. Copyright 2016 National Academy of Sciences. (E) Pressure−temperature
diagram for QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm. Open squares (circles) indicate critical water vapor pressures (temperatures) above which QL-droplets
emerge. Solid squares (circles) indicate critical water vapor pressures (temperatures) above which QL-ﬁlms emerge. Solid and dotted lines
represent the vapor-ice and vapor−liquid water equilibrium curves, respectively. Reproduced with permission from refs 31 and 32 Copyright 2016
National Academy of Sciences. (F) Schematic illustrations of the QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm in the diﬀerent pressure−temperature regions.

microscopy (DIM).28 LCM has a strong noise reduction
function, while DIM provides three-dimensional contrast, with
the ability to resolve small height diﬀerences. The combination
of these techniques allows us to observe individual elementary
steps on ice crystal surfaces.29 Figure 4A is a typical LCM-DIM
image of surface melting processes occurring on ice basal
faces,11 demonstrating that LCM-DIM can capture subnanometer features on the ice surface. The image shows, for the
ﬁrst time, that a QL-ﬁlm with a constant thickness (9 nm)12 is
distributed inhomogeneously in space, in addition to the QLdroplet distributed also inhomogeneously (Figure 4B).
How can these QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm states with diﬀerent
morphologies emerge on ice crystal surfaces? In Figure 4A, we
observe QL-droplets on a bare ice surface (indicated by a
black/white arrowhead) and QL-droplets on a QL-ﬁlm
(indicated by a black arrowhead). From the viewpoint of
wetting, the former and the latter correspond to the partial
wetting state and the pseudopartial wetting state, respectively:
they are schematically depicted in Figure 4B. A similar wetting
behavior, called the frustrated complete wetting state, was
found by one of the coauthors using hexane on water in the
equilibrium condition.30 To clarify the nature of these QLdroplet and QL-ﬁlm on ice surfaces, we observe these in the
various water vapor pressure conditions. When the pseudopartial wetting state was achieved (Figure 4C), the wetting
angle of the QL-droplet on a bare ice surface (black/white
arrowhead in Figure 4C) was 0.8°.31 In contrast, when there
were the QL-droplets only in the partial-wetting state

scale MD simulations with the coarse-grained water model
reveal that the fraction of liquid in the outermost layer of ice
increases from ∼0.4 at 250 K to 0.65 at 270 K, while also a
small fraction of the second layer is already molten.24,25 If this
is true, the observed frequency shift in the SFG experiment
may then be attributed to an increase in the average
coordination among liquid-like water molecules in the
incomplete layer.24 The presence/absence of the transition
seems thus sensitive to the simulation length and the models of
water used for the simulation.24,26 Further research using
accurate all-atom models in a large simulation cell and
extended simulation times of a few microseconds would be
able to address this controversy.
Emergence of QL-Droplets and QL-Films above −2 °C
under Nonequilibrium Conditions

When we further increase the temperature and reach −2 °C, it
is known that the QL-droplet emerges.27 So far, it was believed
that this QL-droplet stands on a homogeneously distributed
disordered layer.27 However, by using a recently developed
microscopy technique, we have revealed that the QL-droplet
emerges not only on the bare ice surface but also on the QLﬁlm. Here, we overview the structure of the ice surface when a
QL-droplet emerges, and the vapor pressure condition to
generate a QL-droplet.
To visualize ice crystal surfaces with suﬃcient spatial and
temporal resolution, we have combined laser confocal
microscopy (LCM) with diﬀerential interference contrast
1010
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Figure 5. (A1−A6) Embedding and (B1−B6) reappearance of HCl droplets on an ice basal face at −10 °C observed by LCM-DIM. The white and
black arrows show small HCl droplets and holes, respectively. (C) Embedding mechanism of HCl droplets in ice. (D) Conventional vapor−liquid−
solid (VLS) growth mechanism. When the HCl concentration (CHCl) in the droplets is 8 wt %, the freezing temperature (TF) becomes −10 °C, and
a part of the droplets start to freeze. Because the growth of ice preferentially starts from the droplet−ice−vapor interfaces (contact lines) (C1 and
C2), the ice ﬁlms ﬁnally cover the droplet surfaces (C3). However, if the ice−droplet interfaces grow evenly by VLS growth (D1 and D2), the
droplets are not embedded in ice (D3). Reproduced with permission from ref 37. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

(regions 3 and 3′). This indicates that QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm
emerge only under nonequilibrium conditions above −2 °C
and that such QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm are a metastable phase.
Interestingly, the surface of ice and its own melt (QL-droplet
and QL-ﬁlm) show incomplete wetting, as Elbaum and coworkers partly reported for the ﬁrst time.27 We note that QLdroplet and QL-ﬁlm diﬀer from the droplet and ﬁlm of hexane
on the top of water interface, as the QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm
are present only under nonequilibrium condition, while the
droplet and ﬁlm of hexane can be present under equilibrium
condition.

(equivalent to the situation of the absence of the QL-droplet/
QL-ﬁlm in the pseudopartial-wetting state, Figure 4D), the
wetting angle of the QL-droplet on a bare ice surface (black/
white arrowhead in Figure 4D) was 2.3°. These indicate that
the morphologies of the QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm can be linked
to changes in their wettability. When the pseudopartial wetting
state and the partial-wetting state coexist (Figure 4C), the QLdroplets on the QL-ﬁlm (black arrowhead) and on the bare ice
surface (black/white arrowhead) show very similar wetting
angles (0.6° and 0.8°, respectively). This indicates that the QLdroplet experiences the wetting transition: with higher
wettability of the QL-droplet on an ice surface, the wetting
state changes from the partial wetting to the pseudopartial
wetting.31 Hence, we conclude that the QL-ﬁlm and QLdroplet are in the same phase. However, since the QL-ﬁlms are
more strongly bound by ice crystal surfaces because of their
smaller thickness (9 nm),12 the QL-ﬁlm shows higher viscosity
than the QL-droplet.
Next, we discuss the behavior of the QL-ﬁlm and QLdroplet states at diﬀerent water vapor pressure and temperature conditions (Figure 4E).31,32 In regions 1 and 2 of Figure
4E (supersaturated water vapor condition), the pseudopartial
wetting state with the QL-droplet on the QL-ﬁlm and the
partial wetting state with the QL-droplet on the bare ice
surface exist, respectively. Similarly, in regions 1′ and 2′
(undersaturated water vapor condition), the pseudopartial
wetting state and the partial wetting state are present,
respectively. These are summarized in Figure 4(F). In the
supersaturated (undersaturated) condition, only above −2 °C,
QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm are generated through condensation
of vapor (sublimation of ice) on the ice surface. While the
formation mechanism of the QL-ﬁlm and QL-droplet in the
undersaturated condition needs further investigation in the
future, it is important to note the absence of QL-droplet and/
or QL-ﬁlm in the vicinity of the vapor-ice equilibrium curve

Phenomena at the Ice Surface

What do these macroscopic and molecular insights imply for
processes occurring on the surface of ice? In the following, we
highlight two important aspects: interaction between atmospheric gas and ice surfaces and the slipperiness of ice.
Interaction with Atmospheric Gas. The uptake of trace
gas species in snow and ice is a key process in atmospheric
chemistry.5 Among these, acidic gases (e.g., HCl) has been
actively studied,33 because these trigger heterogeneous
chemical reactions that deplete the stratospheric ozone.34,35
Understanding the behavior and dynamics of these gases on ice
surfaces is of particular importance, as the adsorption rates and
accommodation lifetime of these species are governed by their
state of being. Nagashima and co-workers have recently carried
out in situ LCM-DIM observations of single ice crystal surfaces
by exposure to HCl gas at partial pressure (PHCl) of 100
Pa.36,37 As is seen in Figure 5A1, droplets with a 1−10 μm
radius of HCl solution (8 wt %), which is thermodynamically
stable below 0 °C, emerges on ice surfaces at T = −10 °C.
One can monitor the behavior of the HCl droplet during the
growth and sublimation of ice crystals.44 When the ice crystal is
grown in supersaturated vapor, the HCl droplets are embedded
in the ice crystals (Figure 5A). When the ice is subsequently
1011
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Figure 6. (A) Steel-on-ice friction coeﬃcient vs temperature measured at a constant sliding speed of 0.38 mm s−1 (black circles), as well as the
inverse diﬀusion constant (D−1) of the DA water species at the topmost water layer of an ice surface as obtained from simulations. An Arrhenius ﬁt
(green line) and the prediction from plastic plowing through ice (blue line) are also plotted. (B) Friction coeﬃcient of ice vs sliding speed of the
steel ball. Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

increasing the friction coeﬃcient. The ice friction increases
with decreasing temperature below −7 °C and reaches the
coeﬃcient of 0.5 at −90 °C. The coeﬃcient of ∼0.5 is typically
observed for solid-on-solid friction. We ﬁt the ice friction
coeﬃcient below −7 °C using an Arrhenius ﬁt (the green line
in Figure 6A). The ﬁt gives an activation barrier of ∼11 kJ/
mol.
Such a large variation of the friction coeﬃcient with
temperature has been explained mainly by frictional melting.40
However, Figure 6B reveals that the ice friction in fact is
(nearly) insensitive to varying the sliding velocity by 4 orders
of magnitude in the low-friction regime.9 The observation of
velocity-independent friction is inconsistent with the frictional
melting hypothesis, since the sliding velocity controls the
contact temperature.41
Here, we assign the ice friction to the microscopic dynamics
of interfacial water molecules in the topmost disordered layer
of ice. As shown above, a temperature increase induces the
conversion of energetically stable DAA species to unstable DA
species. This means that, on average, an interfacial water
molecule with a free O−H group is increasingly likely to be a
DA species at higher temperature, at the expense of DAA
species. Increase in the number of unstable DA species allows
the interfacial water molecules to exchange the hydrogen bond,
enhancing the mobility of the interfacial DA water species.
This is shown in Figure 6A, where the inverse diﬀusion
constant (D−1) of the interfacial DA water molecules is
calculated from MD simulations. Interestingly, the activation
barrier for the DA water molecule, calculated from plotting this
inverse diﬀusion constant vs temperature is ∼11 kJ/mol, which
amounts to half of the hydrogen bonding energy. This
activation energy can be rationalized by the fact that the
rotation of the DA species requires the hydrogen bond
breaking and formation. Surprisingly, the activation energy of
the diﬀusion constant of the interfacial DA water molecules is
the same as the activation energy observed for the macroscopically measured ice friction coeﬃcient.9 These strongly
suggest that the dynamics of the topmost interfacial water
molecules play a central role in reducing the friction of ice
surfaces.9,10

sublimated in undersaturated vapor, the embedded HCl
droplets reappear (Figure 5B). After the adequate sublimation
of ice, the original HCl droplets recover (see Figure 5A1 and
B6). Such embedding and reappearance could be observed
irrespective of the degree of supersaturation/undersaturation
adopted in the study. This HCl uptake mechanism cannot be
explained by a conventional vapor−liquid−solid growth, where
one can expect that the ice growth lifts up the HCl droplets
(Figure 5C and D).38 These results clearly demonstrate the
breakdown of the homogeneous picture of the ice surface by
acidic gas. Although the embedding of the HCl droplets
suggests that the growth of ice starts from the droplet-ice-vapor
interfaces (contact lines), a detailed molecular-level understanding on the growth is not yet clear. Input from simulation
as well as further experimental probes are required for
clariﬁcation.
The molar fraction of HCl included in the ice by the
embedding of the HCl droplet is 0.19% at −15 °C. This value
is 10 times larger than the solubility of HCl in an ice crystal
(0.017%).39 So far it has been thought that HCl gas is
adsorbed and stored on ice crystal surfaces and that the
contribution of bulk ice crystals to the HCl uptake is small.
However, the embedding of the HCl droplets shows that the
bulk ice crystals may play an important role in the uptake of
HCl even in stratospheric conditions (e.g., T < −65 °C and
PHCl = 10−5 Pa). Uncovering the behavior of HCl droplets in
such conditions is also a future challenge.
The Slipperiness of the Ice Surface. The slipperiness (or
low friction coeﬃcient) of ice surfaces has been attributed to
the presence of QLL. However, it is not clear how such QLL
can make the ice surface slippery. Here, we account for the
mechanism of the slippery ice surface based on the molecular
motion in the disordered topmost layer.
First, we consider the macroscopic friction coeﬃcient of the
ice as measured by varying temperature. These data are shown
in Figure 6A. The friction coeﬃcient changes drastically with
temperature, and the friction coeﬃcient shows a minimum at
−7 °C. When the temperature increases above −7 °C, the ice
friction increases. In this temperature range, the contact
becomes fully plastic and the ice is irreversibly deformed,
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there is no MD simulation or experimental data to indicate the
coexistence of the disordered layer and QL-droplet/QL-ﬁlm.
Addressing this question is a future challenge.

Above, we have outlined the diﬀerent types of QL states on the
top of the ice surface. The QL-droplet and QL-ﬁlm emerging
in the partial wetting and pseudopartial wetting conditions
have been clearly observed using confocal microscopy, while
these have not been well-investigated on the molecular-scale.
For example, MD simulations have not been used to reproduce
such droplet and ﬁlm under nonequilibrium conditions,
presumably due to the limited size of the system and length
of the trajectory. Analogously, SFG has not been applied for
probing the structure and dynamics of the QL-droplet and QLﬁlm above −2 °C. Surface sensitive X-ray and neutron
scattering techniques would also be highly required for a
quantitative determination of the liquids pair correlation
function. Thus, at present it is not clear how the microscopic
structure of QL-droplet, QL-ﬁlm, and disordered layer diﬀer
and how the disordered layer coexists with the QL-droplet and
QL-ﬁlms. Answering these questions is a challenge for MD
simulations and SFG spectroscopy.
Similarly, the relationship between macroscopic and microscopic observations is still not well-understood. For example,
the speed of the layer-by-layer growth of ice surfaces covered
with the disordered layers shows a local maximum at ∼ −16
°C,42 where the second bilayer has been observed to melt, as is
discussed above. Connecting such a microscopic observation
on the layer-by-layer melting with the macroscopic observation
on the layer-by-layer growth of the disordered layers29,42 is
essential to reveal the nature of the disordered layer. The layerby-layer growth of ice surfaces beneath the QL-ﬁlm43 will also
provide a deeper insight into the nature of the QL-ﬁlms.
Furthermore, identifying the thickness of the disordered layer
near the melting point is a future challenge. As is outlined
above, the three diﬀerent QL states can be present in the
nonequilibrium condition, and to clarify the thickness of the
disordered layer, one needs to control the vapor pressure very
carefully to maintain the system under equilibrium conditions.
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